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Specifications
| Android™ 7.2

| CPU:8 Core /2.0GHz

| RAM/ROM: 4G + Card slot up to 64G

| Display: 10.1 Inches,1920*1200,IPS

| Battery: 9360mAh

| Camera: Front 8MP / Rear 13MP / 

  AF with Flashlight

| WIFI: 802.11

Features
| Android™ 7.1 custom system, Qualcomm 8-core processor, 

  10.1-inch capacitive touchscreen, QC3.0 quick charge technology 

  and other stronger configurations.

| Whole new industrial design, with soft rubber sheath on the four 

  corners of the product to effectively prevent from collision, protection 

  level is IP65; damping shaft with about 180 degrees of free adjustment,  

  supports three modes: carrying & hanging, supporting and normal.

| Upgraded camera, front 8 million pixels and rear 13 million pixels.

| Fifth Generation WiFi technology, 4 times higher than the theoretical 

  transmission rate of previous generation.

| Wide coverage of vehicle models, strong diagnostic functions 

  (Supports Intelligent diagnosis, Remote diagnosis, Read DTCs, Clear DTCs,  

  Data streams, Actuation test), accurate diagnostic data, more special functions.

| Display I/M Readiness Status.

| Support one-click upgrade for operating system, clients, vehicle model 

  software and firmware.

| Support remote diagnosis technology between equipment and 

  equipment terminal, and between equipment and remote desktop.

| Support a diversity of data streams display modes. Support extension 

  modules: Battery, Borescope, Ignition, Multimeter, Oscilloscope, Sensor.

| Support diagnostic feedback. In case of encountering abnormal vehicle 

  model software and functions while using, the problem can be fed back 

  to the technical personnel who will follow up and deal with it.

| My Report can view Comprehensive diagnostic reports, Remote 

  diagnostic reports, Datastream playback.

| Software Setting includes My connector, Diagnostic connector 

  management, Connector activation, and Firmware repair, etc.

X-431 Throttle is the newly developed high-end 
comprehensive diagnostic equipment with charging 
base based on the Android™ 7.1 system, supports 
dual 5GHZ WIFI communication, has a wide coverage 
of models, strong diagnostic capabilities, accurate 
detection data and other characteristics. And the 
equipment protection level is IP65.

Service Hotline
833-602-0226


